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Abstract

A 1:20 scaled three-bladed horizontal-axis tidal turbine is positioned in the wake
flows of two wall-mounted obstacles: a square cylinder and a combination of a cube
in front of a cylinder. The turbine’s induction effects are examined with upstream
flow measurements without and with the turbine operating at its optimal regime.
In front of the turbine (at 0.07D upstream of the hub extremity, with D the
turbine diameter), the mean axial and vertical velocities are modified by induction
effects whatever the complexity of the flow is. In the other hand, the normal
Reynolds tensor components are less impacted by the turbine’s blockage. In the
presence of an incoming uniform homogeneous Gaussian flow field, a mean axial
velocity deficit of 30% is observed in front of the hub while this velocity deficit
is around 10% at the rotor edge. Moreover, the turbine’s blockage modifies the
intermittency leading to non-Gaussian fluctuations. When low-frequency large-
scale flow structures are embedded in the incoming turbulent flow, these large-
scale flow structures are affected by the hub whereas the rotating blade’s blockage
effect is of minor contribution. In this case, the turbine does not affect significantly
the intermittency.

Keywords: tidal turbine, blockage effect, turbulence, intermittency, PIV

1. Introduction

An important challenge for the development and the exploitation of renewable
wind or tidal energy is to accurately predict the mean turbine performances and
its associated fluctuations. Power and thrust coefficients are commonly expressed
as a function of a reference averaged velocity. For wind turbine industrial applica-5

tions, the International Electrotechnical Commission [25] recommends to use the
time average wind speed measured at hub height, at least 2 diameters upstream
of the rotor where turbine’s induction is negligible. Similarly, for tidal turbine, a
mean reference velocity has to be measured upstream of the turbine outside the
turbine induction area [24, 18]. However, such a reference velocity may be not10
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fully representative of an accurate description of the flow that impacts the rotor.
Previous analysis of a laboratory scale tidal turbine proposed to consider as ref-
erence velocity the one measured at the turbine position but without the turbine
[4, 20]. In-situ solution consists in measuring the velocity inside the turbine in-
duction region by performing Lidar measurements mounted on a wind turbine na-15

celle [45, 46] or super-large-scale Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) measurements
[32]. Some questions were also raised recently to correct this reference velocity
by taking into account the turbine farm environment, the so-called wind farm
global-blockage effect. It was observed that downstream turbines or neighboring
turbines influence upstream turbines by modifying its performance [48, 43, 29].20

The blockage effect in laboratory experiments can be taken into account to im-
prove the turbine performance assessments [1, 30]. A key issue concerns also the
characterization of the region where the flow is decelerated in front of the turbine
which is referred to the upstream turbine induction area or turbine blockage area.
As we know that the turbine performance parameters and its associated fluc-25

tuations are dependent on the environmental conditions (shear velocity profile,
turbulence intensity, integral length scales, Gaussian or non-Gaussian turbulence
statistics) [50, 5, 20, 16], it is of importance to quantify how incoming turbulent
flows are affected by the turbine’s presence.
The analysis of this upstream flow area remains complex due the difficulty in ex-30

perimentally measuring the spatio-temporal flow dynamics in front of a turbine
and/or in carrying out numerical simulations that can reproduce a realistic un-
steady Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI) [42, 13, 9]. Furthermore, many advanced
numerical simulations are based on the simplified actuator-disk or -line methods
to model the rotor [38, 7]. Even if this simplification allows a great understanding35

of the behavior of wind and tidal turbines, especially their wake development, such
a model presents some important limitations for the characterization of the flow
in front of the rotor. Upstream flow is assumed to be steady and generally spa-
tially uniform even if recent shear mean flow were considered [40]. To characterize
the turbine induction area, some analytical velocity deficit law called induction40

area model, can be used [10]. This allows for the flow deceleration along the axial
rotor-axis to be taken into account. Experimentally, this induction zone model was
regarded with varying degrees of success [39, 2, 45, 12, 33, 47]. Based on a scaled
or in-situ wind turbine, recent experimental measurements of the mean stream-
wise velocities along the rotor axis, in the upstream region of a single turbine with45

zero yaw angle were performed. Some showed a good agreement between velocity
deficit law and experimental measurements [2, 33, 47] while some differences were
noted in other previous measurements [39, 45, 23]. It also clearly shown how the
upstream flow is affected by the presence of the hub and increases with tip speed
ratio [31]. The modification of turbulence in front of the actuator disk model was50

also studied [38] but the use of a simple quasi-steady actuator disk model can not
allow to conclude on such an effect, neither by means of Synthetic-Eddy-Method
coupled with a simplified turbine model [9]. A semi-analytical model taking into
account the distortion of incoming homogeneous turbulence was also recently pro-
posed [11].55

The purpose of this work is to study the turbine’s blockage effect in a high
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Reynolds number turbulent flow and to analyze how a turbine alters the proper-
ties of the incoming turbulent flow. Magnier et al. [35] recently investigated the
shear (with classical power law) effect on the turbine behavior. They found that
the phase average of the load and the velocity perceived by the blades are highly60

correlated with a phase lag dependent on the turbine rotational speed and on
the incoming flow shear. This effect was attributed to potential induction effects.
In this work we propose to identify the induction effects in a complex turbulent
shear flow containing large scale flow structures encountered in the wake of wall-
mounted obstacles. An experimental analysis of the turbine induction zone is65

then conducted from a laboratory 1:20 scaled tidal turbine subjected to various
turbulent flow conditions such as the wake of some wall-mounted obstacles. Even
if this laboratory test can not reproduce fully complex realistic conditions, these
kinds of experiments are fully controllable. Thus, it will be possible to address
the discrepancies between the turbulent flow in front of the turbine and its corre-70

sponding turbulent free flow, in the absence of the turbine at the same location.
This paper is organized as follows. The turbulent flow configurations and the
measurement methods are presented in section 2. A first analysis of the turbine’s
blockage effect is conducted from an incoming uniform or slightly shear flow in
section 3. Then, section 4 presents the turbine’s induction modifications in a75

more complex turbulent shear flow containing large scale flow structures. Finally,
a brief summary and discussion of our main findings are presented in Section 5.

2. Experimental database

2.1. Experimental set-up and measurement methods

Two configurations of wall-mounted obstacles are considered to mimic the80

effect of bathymetry observed at Alderney Race in the middle of the English
Channel, which is a potential site in French water [49]. The first one (denoted
C6) is a wall bottom-mounted square cylinder of height H = 0.25m and of length
6H [27], and the second one (denoted C1C6) is the same wall mounted cylinder
but with a cube of height H located 2H upstream the cylinder [37]. The obsta-85

cles are positioned at the test section center, symmetrically around the spanwise
origin y = 0.
The wave and current circulating flume tank of IFREMER is presented in figure
1 (top), where the main dimensions are indicated. The surface-mounted obstacles
are positioned in similar inflow conditions imposed at inlet: a uniform incoming90

flow (U∞ = 1m.s−1, V∞ = 0, W∞ = 0) along the (x, y, z) directions respectively,
with a low turbulence intensity, of I∞ = 1.5%. The Reynolds number U∞H/ν
is equal to 2.5 105. The Froude number U∞/

√
gh is equal to 0.23 with h = 2m

the depth of the water column. The upstream flow is a hydrodynamically smooth
wall boundary layer. The boundary layer height is of δ∗ = δ/H = 1.3 at the95

obstacle location [28, 26]. Figure 1 displays the experimental mean velocity pro-
file of the boundary layer flow. This profile is compared to classical power law
velocity profiles U = U∞ (z/h)1/α. It is observed that in the lower part of the
flume tank z∗ = z/H < 1 the boundary layer velocity profile approaches some
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classical ones when using U∞ = 1.3m.s−1 and 6 ≤ α ≤ 7. This flow then inter-100

acts with wall mounted obstacles and two different wake flows are obtained. The
previous investigations have shown that C6 wake flow presents some Large Scale
flow Structures (LSS) that are shed by the obstacle and then self-organized in
the water column [28] while C1C6 wake flow is different as the upstream cube
effect prevents any flow structures to rise in the water column [37]. The Strouhal105

number St = fH/U∞ associated with the frequency passage of the large scale flow
structures in the C6 far wake is equal to 0.06 [28]. To study the blockage effect on
the incoming flow, a 1:20 scaled tri-bladed horizontal axis tidal turbine is succes-
sively positioned at four streamwise locations: x∗ = x/H = 4, 10, 16, 23 in the
wake of both flow configurations. The x-origin coincides with the x-center of the110

cylinder (see figure 1). The turbine has a diameter D = 0.724m and its center is
located at mid-depth (z∗ = 4) and mid-span (y∗ = 0) in the tank (D/H = 2.89).
In this work, the turbine is at its nominal operating point [36], with a Tip Speed
Ratio of TSR = ωR

U∞
= 4, where R = D/2 is the rotor radius and ω the angular

velocity. In the following, the measurements carried out in front of the turbine will115

be indexed by TSR4. Note that even if the surface mounted obstacles constitute
a blockage ratio of 4.5% in the basin, this will not impact the next analysis of the
turbine’s blockage effect. Indeed, the comparison analysis will be done from free
(without any turbine) and TSR4 flow configurations which are based on the same
incoming turbulent flow.120

Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) technique is implemented to measure instanta-
neous velocity vector fields (streamwise and vertical velocity components, u and
w) in a vertical plane (x, y = 0, z) in front of the turbine (figure 1) at each x-
section. This plane is centered vertically at hub height and ends horizontally at
the blade edge. It is discretized on 330 × 840 pixels2, corresponding to a physi-125

cal meshgrid of (Nx × Nz) = (30 × 74) with a spatial discretization of 11.2mm.
The measurement time duration is T = 180s with a sampling frequency of 15Hz.
To investigate the upstream flow property alterations due to the turbine, similar
PIV measurements are performed in a free flow (without any turbine), at the
same x-section. Due to shadowing effect in the measurement plane, the instan-130

taneous velocity components (u,w) extracted along a vertical line (Nz points) at
the x-centered of the PIV plane are only retained for the next analyses. This
vertical line is located at 0.07D = 0.05m upstream of the hub extremity. Note
that previous investigations obtained with the same turbine as ours in the same
experimental set-up, but with an upstream homogeneous turbulent flow with a135

turbulence intensity of 13% shown that the mean velocity remains unchanged up
to 1D along the hub axis [11].

As stated in the introduction part, in-situ conditions require the velocity mea-
surements at least at 2D upstream of the operating turbine, to access a representa-
tive mean reference velocity. For future comparisons, Laser Doppler Velocimetry140

(LDV) measurements are implemented to measure a reference velocity at a sin-
gle point located two rotor diameters upstream and at the hub height (z∗ = 4).
These LDV measurements are carried out using a 2D Dantec Fiberflow system
and allow the measurements of instantaneous velocity components at a frequency
varying from 200 to 300Hz depending on the number of particles passing through145
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C1C6

4 10 16 23

ULDV 1.05 1.07 1.03 1.01
Cp 0.44 0.37 0.42 0.42
CT 0.92 0.83 0.90 0.91
a 0.36 0.30 0.34 0.35

C6

4 10 16 23

ULDV 1.00 1.09 1.03 0.97
Cp 0.53 0.35 0.36 0.40
CT 1.03 0.79 0.82 0.90
a - 0.27 0.29 0.34

Table 1: Values of the thrust and power coefficient in each x-section based on the reference
velocity ULDV . The values of the associated induction factor a = 1

2

(
1−
√

1− CT

)
are also

indicated. Left hand side: C1C6 flow configuration. Right hand side: C6 flow configuration. At
x∗ = 4, the induction factor a can not be evaluated as CT > 1.

the measurement volume [19].

Table 1 details the experimental values [36, 15] of the time average thrust and
power coefficients in each x-section for both flow configurations. These coefficients
are computed from the reference mean velocity measured with LDV, ULDV as150

follows:

CT =
T

0.5ρAU
2
LDV

and Cp =
ωM

0.5ρAU
3
LDV

(1)

where A = πR2 is the rotor swept area, ρ the fluid density equal to 1000kg.m−3,
T and M are the measured time average turbine thrust and torque respectively.
To characterize the induction effect, the induction factor is estimated as a =
1
2

(
1−
√

1− CT
)

by applying momentum theory for a turbine with zero yaw angle.155

The values of the associated induction factor are also indicated in this table. These
values will be used for the following analytical comparisons.

The reader is referred to previous works [27, 17, 19, 14, 37] and references
therein, for details about experimental set-up, the measurement method imple-
mentation, the acquisition parameters and the associated measurement errors.160

2.2. Global mean characterization of both wake flows

Previous studies presented in details both C6 and C1C6 wake flow configu-
rations [28, 27, 17, 37]. Figure 2 displays the mean streamwise U velocity com-
ponent, in the y-centered plane for both configurations without any turbine. U
is deduced from classical Reynolds Decomposition: u(t,X) = U(X) + u′(t,X),165

u′ being the associated fluctuating component. The vertical blue lines indicate
the four turbine locations of the functioning turbine in the following experiments.
The index free used in the following will be associated with flow variables mea-
sured in free flow in the absence of the turbine. The black line representation in
figure 2 corresponds to Ufree = 0.9U∞. The spatial development of the wake flow170

differs as a function of the configuration. Indeed, the presence of an upstream
cube (C1C6 case) prevents the vertical development of the wake [37]. Conse-
quently, whatever the turbine locations in the C1C6 wake flow, a quasi-similar
mean streamwise flow is observed. From z∗ > 4 the mean flow is uniform and
constant, corresponding to the incoming flow U∞. Below z∗ < 4, a small shear175

flow is present associated with the horizontal wake flow development.
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Figure 1: Top-Left: Illustration of the experimental set-up without wall-mounted obstacles.
Top-right: Experimental boundary layer mean velocity profile, superimposed onto power law
velocity profiles. Bottom-Left: Locations of turbine and PIV vertical measurement planes, wall-
mounted cylinder configuration (top) and wall-mounted obstacles in tandem configuration (bot-
tom). Bottom-Right: Illustration of an instantaneous velocity vector measurement and the
location of the vertical line under consideration (red dashed line).

For the C6 flow configuration, at x∗ = 4 the mean streamwise flow field is quasi-
uniform with a slight flow acceleration area at z∗ ∈ [3 : 4]. Far downstream,
at x∗ = 10, 16, 23, the mean streamwise velocity profiles exhibit some noticeable
vertical shear profiles.180

As previously presented [28, 17, 37], the mean vertical velocity component,
W free, exhibits globally similar zero values in each streamwise section for both
flow configurations. It is directly related to the two-dimensional nature of the
flow in this y-centered plane.

3. Turbine induction effect in a uniform or slight shear flow185

The C1C6 flow configuration is firstly examined as a similar slight shear veloc-
ity profile with a low level of turbulence is obtained at the four turbine locations.
A comparative analysis of the mean velocity field and the normal Reynolds ten-
sor components is performed by exploiting one-point LDV measurements at 2D
upstream of the turbine location and PIV measurements along a vertical line just190

in front of the rotor location with or without the turbine.

3.1. Turbine blockage effect on the mean velocity components

In each streamwise section, the mean streamwise velocity component U is
calculated along the vertical rotor diameter (z∗ ∈ [2.56 : 5.44]), at y = 0 (fig-
ure 3 - left). Dashed-lines correspond to the Ufree component, while solid-lines195
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Figure 2: C6 (top) and C1C6 (bottom) wake flow configurations. Mean streamwise (Ufree)
velocity component in the symmetrical y = 0 plane. Black line indicates the location where
Ufree = 0.9U∞. Blue lines indicate the locations of the turbine: x∗ = 4, x∗ = 10, x∗ = 16 and
x∗ = 23.

correspond to mean flow component UTSR4 in front of the turbine. As stated
before, in the free flow, at height z∗ ∈ [4 : 5.5], the mean streamwise velocity
field is quasi-uniform while a shear is observed at the bottom part of the turbine
highlighting the wake expansion in the symmetrical plane. The one-point LDV
measurements (see table 1) can not recover the shear profile observed at the200

bottom part z∗ ∈ [2.5 : 4].

The free mean flow profiles are compared to those measured in the Alderney
Race [44] where the velocity profile follows the power law:

U = Uref

(
z

De

)1/α

(2)

with Uref the velocity at mean depth, De the depth of water column and z the205

distance from the bottom. In this area, it was found that α is between 4 and 14.
Here, De is equal to h = 2m (see figure 1). Present mean free velocity profiles
exhibit a similar power law profile (α = 4), in the lower half (z∗ < 4), for each
streamwise section. This is in agreement with the in-situ observations.

When regarding the mean profiles in front of the turbine whatever the x-210

section is, the velocity deficit is clearly indicated in this induction zone with a
lower induction in front of the rotating blades. These profiles are consistent with
previous PIV and Lidar measurements carried out in a horizontal and/or vertical
planes upstream of a wind turbine [39, 45, 22, 2, 33]. The most important mean
deficit is around the hub obstacle, that creates two vertical shear profiles above215

and below the hub. It is interesting to note that incoming uniform constant flow or
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Figure 3: C1C6 flow configuration. Top-Left: Superimposition of the vertical z-profiles of the
mean streamwise U velocity component, for the four turbine locations: x∗ = 4 (blue), x∗ = 10
(red), x∗ = 16 (green), x∗ = 10 (black). The lines and dashed-lines correspond UTSR4 and Ufree

respectively. Power law velocity profile is also indicated with dotted line. Top-Right: Velocity
deficit expressed as percentage values, 100×

(
Ufree − UTSR4

)
/Ufree. Bottom-left: Comparison

of the mean flow deficit at two rotational speeds: the optimal functioning point TSR4 and at
TSR=5 (x∗ = 16).

low shear flow leads to similar both shear profiles in front of the turbine. The shear
profile is accentuated below the hub height by comparison with the one above,
due to the main existing free shear flow across the bottom part of the turbine.
However, a great symmetry about the turbine is obtained when regarding the220

velocity deficit (figure 3 - top-right), expressed as a percentage value as follow:

100×
(
Ufree(z)− UTSR4(z)

)
/Ufree(z) (3)

Whatever the streamwise section is, the velocity deficit lies around 7% and 11%
at the edge of the rotor and it is maximal in front of the hub approaching ∼ 30%.
These values are quite higher than those obtained from previous velocity deficit
measurements in front of a wind turbine [45]. An estimation of the mean flow225

deficit is between 10% and 20% for the last 25% of the blade length for which most
of the turbine power is generated. Note that this percentage deficit is predomi-
nantly governed by rotational speed. Thus, we conducted a similar experiment at
x∗ = 16 but using the turbine rotational TSR = 5. Figure 3 (bottom-left) com-
pares the associated mean flow deficit to the one obtained at the optimal operating230
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Ufree UTSR4

UTSR4/Ufree 100×
(
Ufree − UTSR4

)
/Ufree

Figure 4: C1C6 flow configuration. Representation of the interpolated mean streamwise velocity
component in the rotor (y, z) plane at x∗ = 16. Top-Left: Free flow Ufree. Top-Right: In
front of the turbine UTSR4. Bottom-left: Velocity ratio UTSR4/Ufree. Bottom-right: 100 ×(
Ufree − UTSR4

)
/Ufree.

point, TSR4. This confirms the main effect of the turbine rotational speed onto
the mean flow deficit. For the present test-case, along the z-profile, the percentage
deficit is accentuated by 2% when using TSR = 5 with regards of TSR4’s results.

An estimation of the upstream axial deficit along the rotor axis can be provided235

from the analytical equation based on the axisymmetric vortex theory [39, 2]:

U(x) = ULDV

[
1− a

(
1 +

x√
R2 + x2

)]
(4)

where a is the axial induction factor, and x the axial coordinate. This analytical
equation allows the determination of the values of U(x = −0.05) on the turbine
axis that can be compared to the measured values (see table 2). An error be-
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tween 1% and 14% is obtained, as a function of the streamwise position. These240

differences are directly linked to the reference velocity ULDV used to compute the
induction factor (see table 1), the associate velocity deficit and the limitation on
the use of this theoretical equation in the nearest area of the turbine.

The axial mean free flow is homogeneous along the y direction across the245

rotor area [37]. For free case, a two-dimensional (y − z) reconstruction of the
mean flow can be then directly obtained from the vertical line measurement. An
illustration is given in figure 4 (top-left) at x∗ = 16. For the TSR4 case, the
presence of the hub breaks the y-homogeneity. However, for an incoming uniform
mean flow field, the mean velocity deficit is expected to be axisymmetric in front250

of the turbine. Thus, knowing that Ufree(z
∗ = 4) is similar to Ufree(z

∗ = 5.5)
(see figure 3-left), one can expect that along the lines z∗ = 0, y ∈ [−R : R],
UTSR4 values are similar to the ones along the line y∗ = 0, z ∈ [0 : R]. Based
on these assumptions, a two-dimensional reconstruction of the mean velocity field
in the (r, θ)-plane at x∗ = 16 is done by duplicating the mean values for each255

r and for θ ∈ [0 : π] and by performing a linear interpolation along r for θ =
[π : 3π/2] and for θ = [3π/2 : 2π], to take into account the incoming mean
shear flow. The resulted interpolated mean flow field is represented in figure
4 (top-right). Using a similar colormap, such a representation emphasizes the
great disparities of both mean flow fields, especially in front of the hub and the260

blades. In this figure, the normalized velocities UTSR4/Ufree as well as 100 ×(
Ufree − UTSR4

)
/Ufree are also represented. The velocity deficit is found to be a

function of the radial distance from the rotor-axis and it seems to be complicated
to properly estimate this velocity deficit from a simplified one-dimensional model
applied along the rotor axis. A quasi-uniform constant mean flow or a mean low265

shear flow approaching an operating turbine turns into a mean shear profile along
the radial direction from the hub.

The thrust and power coefficients (equation 1) are now computed from the
spatial average over the rotor area for the free and TSR4 cases, 〈Ufree〉 and
〈UTSR4〉 respectively (see table 3). These coefficients are compared (expressed270

in percentage values) to reference coefficients computed from ULDV (see table
1). When using 〈Ufree〉 as reference velocity, some great differences (between 13%
and 34%, at x∗ = 10, 16, 23) are observed by comparison with reference values.
This emphasizes that upstream mean velocity measured at one point is not fully
representative of the true free flow that impacts the turbine, especially when275

the flow is non-homogeneous. When using 〈UTSR4〉, the values of the associated
coefficients can not be realistic due to their own definition. This velocity 〈UTSR4〉
has to be mainly related to the following characteristic velocity proposed in [51]:

uT =

√
T

ρπR2
(5)

The uT values are also provided in the table 3. These values are always slightly
smaller than 〈UTSR4〉’s ones, suggesting that this characteristic velocity may not280

fully also representative of the mean velocity deficit in front of a turbine.
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C1C6

4 10 16 23

UTSR4(x = −0.05) 0.73 0.70 0.68 0.67

U(x = −0.05) (eq. 4) 0.62 (14%) 0.71 (1%) 0.70 (2%) 0.59 (11%)

Table 2: C1C6 flow configuration. Comparison of the mean streamwise velocity measurements
in front of the turbine UTSR4(x = −0.05) and its value based on analytical theory (equation 3)
U(x = −0.05). The percentage values indicate the differences from both values.

C1C6

4 10 16 23

〈Ufree〉 1.04 (1%) 0.97 (9%) 0.97 (6%) 0.95 (6%)
Cp 0.45 (3%) 0.50 (34%) 0.50 (20%) 0.51 (20%)
CT 0.94 (2%) 1.01 (22%) 1.01 (13%) 1.05 (16%)

〈UTSR4〉 0.83 (20%) 0.80 (25%) 0.80 (22%) 0.78 (22%)
Cp 0.88 (102%) 0.89 (139%) 0.89 (113%) 0.92 (117%)
CT 1.47 (60%) 1.49 (79%) 1.49 (66%) 1.52 (67%)

uT 0.71 0.69 0.69 0.68

Table 3: C1C6 flow configuration. Comparison of the thrust and power coefficients in each
x-section based on the spatial average over the rotor area for free and TSR4 cases, 〈Ufree〉
and 〈UTSR4〉 respectively. The percentage values indicate the differences from the reference
coefficients computed from ULDV (see table 1). Values of uT (equation 5) are also indicated.

Figure 5 compares the mean vertical component W , at the four turbine lo-
cations with and without turbine. W free are represented as dashed lines and
solid lines correspond to W TSR4. The normalized velocities, 100× | W free(z) −
W TSR4(z) | /Ufree(z) are also represented in this figure. W free component ap-285

proaches zero value along the vertical rotor diameter. In each x-section, the
presence of the turbine leads to greatly modify the mean vertical component,
W TSR4. The maximum magnitude of W TSR4 occurs near the edge of the rotor,
with strong positive and negative values near the top and bottom of the rotor, re-
spectively. This is in agreement with previous PIV measurements [39, 2] or Lidar290

and SPIV measurements [45, 33]. Medici et al. [39] showed that the radial mean
velocity component upstream of the rotor in the horizontal center-turbine plane
exhibits a peak value at 93% of the rotor radius marking the formation of the tip
vortex. Similarly, one observes a peak value at 90% of the rotor radius for the
W TSR4 component along the vertical line. This peak value is clearly identified in295

the upper part of the rotor at each section while it is less marked at the bottom.
The highest absolute values of W TSR4 are between 0.08− 0.2m.s−1 which corre-
spond to ∼ 9.5% of normalized velocities at the top turbine height and more than
16 − 18% at the bottom (see figure 5-right). This shows that when normalized
by the height-dependent mean streamwise velocities, the magnitudes of W TSR4300

greatly differ near the rotor edges where most of the turbine power is generated.
This asymmetric behavior was not noted in previous wind turbine studies, even
if a mean slightly shear axial velocity profile in free flow was also present [45].
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Figure 5: C1C6 flow configuration. Left: Superimposition of the vertical z-profiles of the mean
vertical (W ) velocity component, for the four turbine locations: x∗ = 4 (blue), x∗ = 10 (red),
x∗ = 16 (green), x∗ = 10 (black). The lines and dashed-lines correspond WTSR4 and W free

respectively. Right: Normalized velocities after subtracted from WTSR4(z): 100× | W free(z)−
WTSR4(z) | /Ufree(z).

3.2. Turbine blockage effect on the Reynolds tensor components

After applying the Reynolds decomposition, the fluctuating velocity compo-305

nents are used to determine the associated normal Reynolds tensor components
u′2 and w′2. Figure 6 compares both Reynolds tensor components computed in
each streamwise section for free flow (dashed-lines) and in front of the turbine
(solid lines). Even if the levels of w′2free are very small in the absence of the
turbine, they seem to be not affected by the rotating turbine. Indeed, quasi sim-310

ilar w′2 profiles are observed in each section. u′2 profiles exhibit some slightly
different behaviors. In the case of free flow, the velocity variance increases in the
lower half (z∗ < 4) at all locations, and the maximum at x∗ = 4 is possibly due to
pronounced curvature giving rise to the mean velocity gradient as can be seen in
figure 3. The induction effect seems to reduce these variance values throughout315

the depth except at x∗ = 23 where some similar levels remain. The normalized

quantities u
′2
TSR4/u

′2
free are also plotted in this figure (bottom-right). In each x-

section, the maximum magnitude of u
′2
TSR4/u

′2
free occurs in front of the hub, near

twice for far downstream x-locations. This is due of the induced shear mean
flow (due to the hub obstacle) discussed in the previous part, leading a locally320

increased level of u′2TSR4.

4. Turbine induction effect in a turbulent shear flow

C6 flow configuration differs from previous one as Large Scale flow Structures
(LSS) are self-organized in the water column to reach the free surface [28]. That
allows the study of the induction effects in a more complex turbulent shear flow325

containing large scale flow structures. An analysis of the turbine blockage ef-
fect is successively done for the following quantities: mean velocity components,
Reynolds tensor components, velocity spectra, two-point spatial velocity correla-
tion, integral time scale and intermittency.
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Figure 6: C1C6 flow configuration. Top-Left: Superimposition of the vertical profiles of the

Reynolds components u
′2
TSR4 (solid lines) and u

′2
free (dashed lines). Top-Right: Superimposition

of the vertical profiles of the Reynolds components w
′2
TSR4 (solid lines) and w

′2
free (dashed lines).

Bottom: Normalized quantities u
′2
TSR4/u

′2
free.

4.1. Turbine blockage effect on the mean velocity components330

Figure 7 compares the mean axial velocity component obtained in each x-
section with and without turbine. The power laws (see equation 2) that best fit
the velocity profiles are also indicated at x∗ = 16, 23. At x∗ = 23, the α exponent
is in the range of the Alderney Race’s values [44], that allows to mimic the in-situ
conditions.335

At x∗ = 4, the results are quite similar to those presented for C1C6 flow con-
figuration as Ufree exhibits the same flow characteristics as C1C6 ones. As LSS
grow in the far downstream field, shear Ufree(z) profiles cover more and more the
vertical extent of the rotor diameter. In the presence of the turbine, a velocity
deficit is always found all along the measurement line with the highest deficit340

observed in front of the hub. At x∗ = 10, the main vertical shear (observed in
free flow) is globally well recovered while taking into account the velocity deficit
due to the hub-obstacle and rotating blades.

A 2D reconstruction of the mean velocity is done similarly as the one described
in §3.1. The thrust and power coefficients are determined using the spatial average345

over the rotor area for the free and TSR4 cases, 〈Ufree〉 and 〈UTSR4〉 respectively
(see table 4). These coefficients are compared (expressed in percentage values) to
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C6

4 10 16 23

〈Ufree〉 1.07 (7%) 0.96 (11%) 0.90 (12%) 0.94 (3%)
Cp 0.43 (18%) 0.51 (46%) 0.53 (50%) 0.44 (10%)
CT 0.90 (13%) 1.02 (29%) 1.04 (28%) 0.96 (6%)

〈UTSR4〉 0.87 (13%) 0.81 (25%) 0.74 (28%) 0.77 (21%)
Cp 0.81 (52%) 0.85 (144%) 0.96 (170%) 0.81 (100%)
CT 1.36 (32%) 1.44 (81%) 1.58 (94%) 1.43 (59%)

uT 0.72 0.69 0.66 0.65

Table 4: C6 flow configuration. Comparison of the thrust and power coefficients in each x-section
based on the spatial average over the rotor area for free and TSR4 cases, 〈Ufree〉 and 〈UTSR4〉
respectively. The percentage values indicate the differences from the reference coefficients com-
puted from ULDV (see table 1). Values of uT (equation 5) are also indicated.

reference coefficients computed from ULDV (see table 1). As a function of the
x-section, ULDV values are higher, similar or smaller than 〈Ufree〉. Consequently,
the thrust and power coefficients differ to the reference ones up to 50% when using350

〈Ufree〉. This is a direct consequence of the vertical motion of the flow (see figure
2). In such an ascendent flow, usual velocity measurements performed 2D up-
stream of the turbine may be not representative (even at the first order statistics)
of the flow impacting the turbine. This result may have potential consequences
on the turbine power estimation based on classical reference mean velocity.355

As stated previously, the calculation of these coefficients using 〈UTSR4〉 is not
realistic using classical formulations. When comparing 〈UTSR4〉 values to charac-
teristic velocity, uT ’s ones (see equation 5), differences between 12% and 20% are
obtained as a function of x-section. This confirms the difficulty in properly char-
acterizing the mean flow deficit which greatly depends on the nature of incoming360

flow.
To further analyze the mean velocity deficit, the normalized velocities (see

equation 3) are presented in figure 8. By comparison with previous results (figure
3), the ratio UTSR4(z)/Ufree(z) exhibits some similarities whatever the x-section
is. The maximum velocity deficit in front of the hub varies from 22% to 27%.365

At the rotor tip region, a velocity deficit between 7% and 12% is obtained which
is in a good agreement with previous measurements in front of a wind turbine
[45]. Globally, the mean flow deficit is around 15% for the last 25% of the blade
length. The velocity profile is not symmetric as the one observed in the C1C6
wake configuration. The shear asymmetry is mainly observed at x∗ = 10 and370

x∗ = 16, and it is possibly due to the free vertical shear flow accentuated by
the asymmetric effect due to the blade rotation as suggested by Bastankhah and
Porte-Agel [2].

Analytical calculation of the velocity deficit is done using equation 4 (see Table 5).375

Great disparities appear at sections x∗ = 16 while a good agreement is obtained
for both other sections. Note that previous similar differences have been noted
[39, 45] and at the same time, a good agreement between analytical formulae
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results and experimental measurements was already presented [2, 47]. This result
emphasizes that not only one-dimensional simplified model for velocity deficit380

determination may be questionable in present flow configuration but certainly also
the determination of the induction factor a which is based on ULDV measurements
2D upstream the turbine, in the present study.

Finally, by comparison with the free mean flow, the mean streamwise velocity
component is greatly modified in front of the turbine and the (smooth or high)385

vertical mean flow profile as well as its repartition across the rotor has an influence
on the modification of the velocity deficit observed in front of the turbine.

Figure 7: C6 flow configuration. Superimposition of the vertical profiles of the mean streamwise
velocity component U for the four turbine locations: x∗ = 4 (top-left), x∗ = 10 (top-right),
x∗ = 16 (bottom-left), x∗ = 23 (bottom-right). UTSR4 (solid lines), Ufree (dashed lines) and
dotted lines correspond to one-point LDV measurements, ULDV at z∗ = 4, and duplicated over
the rotor diameter. Power law velocity profiles are also indicated at x∗ = 16, 23.

Figure 9 compares the evolution of the vertical mean velocity component W free

and W TSR4 along the rotor diameter. The normalized velocities are also plotted390

for analysis. Without turbine, W free component exhibits a quasi-null value all
along the vertical measurement line. The turbine induces a modification of the
W TSR4 profiles: a vertical shear is observed with positive value above hub height
and negative values below hub height. Highest absolute values of W TSR4 are
obtained near the rotor edges, of an order of 0.1− 0.13m.s−1. These values seem395

to be not negligible compared to those of UTSR4. They correspond to more than
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Figure 8: C6 flow configuration. Superimposition of the normalized velocities:
UTSR4(z)/Ufree(z) (left) and 100× | Ufree(z)− UTSR4(z) | /Ufree(z).

C6

4 10 16 23

UTSR4(x = −0.05) 0.81 0.76 0.66 0.66

Ux=−0.05 (eq. 4) - 0.75 (1%) 0.80 (21%) 0.72 (9%)

Table 5: C6 flow configuration. Comparison of the mean streamwise velocity measurements in
front of the turbine UTSR4(x = −0.05) and its value based on analytical theory (equation 4)
U(x = −0.05). The percentage values indicate the differences from both values. At x∗ = 4,
Ux=−0.05 can not be determined as CT > 1 (table 1).

18% of the mean streamwise component at the bottom of the rotor and more
than 8% at the top position. The peak values are obtained at 90-95% of the rotor
radius, which is similar to previous study [39]. As previously observed in C1C6
flow configuration, an asymmetric W TSR4 profile is obtained with the highest400

shear vertical profile below the hub height where the mean streamwise velocity
component exhibits its highest shear.

Figure 9: C6 flow configuration. Left: Superimposition of the vertical profiles of the mean
vertical velocity component WTSR4 (solid lines) and W free (dashed lines) for the four turbine
locations: x∗ = 4 (blue), x∗ = 10 (red), x∗ = 16 (green), x∗ = 10 (black). Right: Normalized
velocities after subtracted from WTSR4(z): 100× |W free(z)−WTSR4(z) | /Ufree(z).
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4.2. Turbine blockage effect on the Reynolds tensor components

Figure 10 presents the Reynolds tensor components u′2 and w′2. Even if
the C6 wake flow is slightly more turbulent than C1C6 flow configuration, some405

similar conclusions can be drawn. In each x-section, u′2 and w′2 remain globally
unchanged in front of the turbine by comparison with the free flow.

Figure 10: C6 flow configuration. Left: Superimposition of the normalized Reynolds components
u′2

TSR4 (solid lines) and u′2
free (dashed-lines) along the vertical rotor diameter. Right: Super-

imposition of the normalized Reynolds components w′2
TSR4 (solid lines) and w′2

free (dashed-
lines).

4.3. Spectral analysis of the flow in front of the turbine

In this C6 flow configuration, it was recently demonstrated that Large Scale
periodic flow Structures (LSS) associated with a low frequency signature are re-410

sponsible of the main turbine power fluctuations [15]. In order to investigate the
induction effect on these LSS, a Fourier analysis is conducted in each section from
instantaneous fluctuating (u′, w′) velocity components measured in front of the
turbine and in the free flow. The Discrete Fourier Transform is applied to the
fluctuating velocity signal which is splitted into blocks of 1024 samples with an415

overlapping of 50%. The velocity spectrum is then averaged over blocks and a
smoothing technique is finally applied to it. Figure 11 represents the u′-spectra
expressed as frequency and computed at three selected z-positions: z∗1 = 3, z∗2 = 4
and z∗3 = 5 for TSR4 (solid lines) and free (dotted lines) cases and at each stream-
wise position. Note that z∗2 corresponds exactly to the hub center position. The420

w′-spectra (not shown) exhibit similar characteristics as u′-spectra, though the
amplitudes are relatively smaller. In the free flow, at x∗ = 4, whatever the
z location, the flow is quasi-uniform and no frequency peaks emerge [15]. Far
downstream, x∗ > 10, the low frequency passage of the LSS is very well marked
and the rising of these structures is clearly indicated by the frequency peak ex-425

tension over z∗. At x∗ = 23, the peak values cover the largest z domain, it is still
visible at each z∗1 , z∗2 and z∗3 . When regarding the velocity spectra determined
in front of the turbine, they show broad similarities with velocity spectra in free
flow. Small differences between both spectral representations can be observed at
x∗ = 23. Indeed, the frequency peak associated with LSS is not marked in front of430
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the hub (z∗ = 3). This difference can be attributed to the hub obstacle effect that
modifies locally the flow dynamics, knowing that at TSR4 the induction effect are
sensitive up to 1D upstream the rotor plane [11].

This spectral analysis demonstrates that the low frequency signature of the
LSS is not affected in front of the rotating blades, but it is still slightly modified435

in front of the hub obstacle. To the author knowledge, similar measurements with
and without turbine have never been previously performed, avoiding any well
comparison with previous analyses. Previous analytical and numerical investiga-
tions based on Rapid Distortion Theory concluded that the magnitude of the large
scale structures can be amplified [21, 38] while a recent study seems to lead to an440

attenuation of the large scale structure’s fluctuations [41]. Moreover, numerical
simulations based on vortex particle method [6] showed that the presence of the
wind turbine does not affect the turbulence spectrum significantly. Previous cited
works are based on assumptions that are not satisfied in the present flow configu-
rations. Furthermore, a recent work showed that upstream turbulence spectrum445

modifications are greatly dependent of the turbine rotational speed and upstream
turbulence integral length scale [11].

Note also that for each flow configuration (with and without turbine), each
u′-spectrum follows a power law decay of −5/3 (black dashed line in figure 11) in
the inertial range, demonstrating that the energy transfer mechanisms seems to450

be not affected by the turbine presence.

4.4. Analysis of the integral time scale and high-order statistics

The effect of turbine blockage is now examined from the statistical auto-
correlation coefficient computed from each velocity component between two points
(z1, z2). Equations 6 and 7 give the formulation of both Ru and Rw correlation455

coefficients:

Ru(z1, z2) =
u′(z1, t)u′(z2, t)√

u′(z1, t)u′(z1, t)

√
u′(z2, t)u′(z2, t)

(6)

Rw(z1, z2) =
w′(z1, t)w′(z2, t)√

w′(z1, t)w′(z1, t)

√
w′(z2, t)w′(z2, t)

(7)

As LSS are mainly present at x∗ = 16 and x∗ = 23, these two sections are
only retained for the following analyses. Figure 12 represents isosurfaces of both
Ru and Rw correlation coefficients computed at x∗ = 23. We voluntary limit
the colormap to [0.5 : 1] to better underline the differences. The correlation460

decay is more marked than in the other x∗ = 16 (not shown), especially around
the hub center which corresponds to the LSS passage area in this section. To
better appreciate these differences, figure 13 displays the correlation coefficients
Ru(z1, z

∗) and Rw(z1, z
∗) computed at two selected points: z∗1 = 3 and z∗1 = 4

and expressed as a function of z∗. The spatial correlation for TSR4 case reduces465

rapidly for z∗ > 4 compared to free case. This spatial correlation decrease comes
from the hub effect which greatly affects the LSS in front of it. Around the
hub (z∗ = 4) and at z∗ = 3, free velocity components are correlated over an
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Figure 11: C6 flow configuration. u′-spectra computed at three selected z-positions: z∗1 = 3,
z∗2 = 4 and z∗3 = 5 for TSR4 (solid lines) and free (dotted lines) cases. The black dashed line
indicates the power law decay of −5/3.

higher vertical extent by comparison with the correlation computed upstream the
turbine. This seems to indicate that the spatial correlation length is reduced in470

the presence of the rotor, especially due to the presence of the hub.
The integral time scales of the flow are now determined along the rotor diameter.
For this, we apply the procedure detailed in [14]. Briefly, the temporal auto-
correlation Ru(z, τ) = u′(z, t)u′(z, t+ τ) is calculated at each z position along
the vertical line. Then, one integrates the temporal correlation in time until it475

crosses zero for the first time to access the integral time scale, Tu(z). Note that
this scale is primarily due to the presence of LSS at the x-location. The evolution
of the integral time scales along the z-line is displayed in figure 14. In the free
flow, one recovers the maximal value of the integral time scale of 0.45s which
corresponds to an integral length scale of 0.4m using the local Taylor hypothesis480

under frozen turbulence [14]. This maximal value is recovered around z∗ = 3.5
at x∗ = 16 and around z∗ = 4 − 4.5 at x∗ = 23 due to the rising motion of the
flow structures. At x∗ = 16, the integral time scales computed in front of the
turbine exhibits a similar tendency over the z extent as the one in the free flow.
When LSS moves below the hub height (section x∗ = 16), the rotating blades485

do not greatly impact the flow organization. This result is in agreement with
previous’s ones when the blade load spectra exhibit some frequency peaks at the
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Ru(z∗1 , z
∗
2) Rw(z∗1 , z

∗
2)

Figure 12: C6 flow configuration. x∗ = 23 section. Representation of the two point correlation
coefficients: Ru(z∗1 , z

∗
2) (left column) and Rw(z∗1 , z

∗
2) (right column) for free (top row) and TSR4

(bottom row) cases.

Ru(z1, z
∗) Rw(z1, z

∗)

Figure 13: C6 flow configuration. x∗ = 23 section. Left: Superimposition of Ru(z1, z
∗) with

z∗1 = 3 and z∗1 = 4 computed from free flow (dashed lines) and flow with turbine (solid lines)
Right: Superimposition of Rw(z1, z

∗) with z∗1 = 3 and z∗1 = 4 computed from free flow (dashed
lines) and flow with turbine (solid lines).

frequency passage of the large scale structures [14, 15]. The main difference is
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Tu(x∗ = 16, z∗) Tu(x∗ = 23, z∗)

Figure 14: C6 flow configuration. x∗ = 16 (left). x∗ = 23 (right). Evolution of the integral time
scales computed along the vertical line for TSR4 (solid lines) and free (dashed lines) cases.

observed in front of the hub where a reduction of 17% of the integral time scale is
obtained. At x∗ = 23, the modifications of the integral time scale are also mainly490

observed near the hub where the integral time scale is 20% smaller than the one
in the free flow. This is due to the passage of LSS which mainly occurs at the hub
region which leads to LSS break down and then affects the flow reorganization.
However, the standard deviations of the turbine thrust for x∗ = 16 and x∗ = 23
were found to be of the same order of magnitude [15]. The integral length scale495

in the inflow (free flow) is of size 0.4m is nearly order of the turbine radius which
after breakdown reorganizes possibly to higher frequency end. This could be then
related to previous studies that scales beyond cut-off frequency will not play any
significant role in power fluctuations [8, 11].

Globally, one expects that such LSS breakdown would be certainly different500

depending on the inflows and possibly the reorganization. Previous spectral anal-
ysis (§4.3) shows that the -5/3 power law decay is observed in the inertial range
of the u′-spectrum in front of the turbine. This seems to confirm that the energy
transfer mechanisms remains the same even in the presence of the turbine. Fur-
thermore, some new analyzes have to be performed to further analyze the flow505

organization including the modifications of the small scale fluctuations and also
the flow intermittency. To this end, some preliminary analyses are proposed in
the following.

First, high order statistics as skewness S and flatness T coefficients related to510

the fluctuating streamwise velocity component:

S =
u′3

u′2
3/2

and T =
u′4

u′2
2 (8)

are computed at each x-section. For Gaussian type PDF function, S = 0 and
T = 3. Figure 15 displays these coefficients determined in the free-flow (dashed
lines) and in TSR4 (solid lines) cases. At x∗ = 4, as the free flow is uniform (for
z∗ > 3), one recovers the expected S = 0 and T = 3. Conversely, at this section,515
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in front of the turbine, the flow modifications break down this intermittency that
leads to different skewness and flatness values. A modification of sign is observed
for the skewness coefficient emphasizing a symmetry modification about the mean
value. In the other sections, the LSS passage results in some most important
changes of the skewness coefficient across the vertical z-line. As x∗ increases,520

the smallest values of S move to the top following the motion of the LSS in the
water column. This is also in agreement with the flatness representation showing
peak values corresponding to the location of the LSS passage. It is interesting
to observe that S and T coefficients exhibit a similar tendency whatever the
flow configurations (free and TSR4). Based on these z-line measurements, it525

seems that the turbine does not affect significantly the flow intermittency, in the
presence of a non-homogeneous incoming flow. However, the intermittency of
incoming homogenous Gaussian fluctuations is more impacted by the turbine and
increases in front of it. The incoming Gaussian fluctuations turn out to become
non-Gaussian. Such a modification may have some consequences on the turbine530

load interpretations [3].
Second, as the main flow modifications in front of the turbine concerns the

mean velocity profile, one proposes to examine the instantaneous velocity gradient
∂u/∂y. This term represents one of the dominant term in the kinetic energy dis-
sipation rate, which also plays a special role in the study of intermittency effect in535

turbulence. Figure 16 presents the resulting pdfs for each flow configuration (free
and TSR4) at each streamwise position. Once again, the main difference between
free and TSR4 cases is observed at x∗ = 4, where the homogeneous U profile is
the most impacted by the turbine presence. Far downstream in the presence of
LSS, the resulted pdfs are quite similar in both the free and TSR4 cases. Some540

very small differences appear at the tails of the pdf.
Globally, the present flow measurements demonstrate that in the presence of an
incoming non-homogeneous shear flow, the turbine presence does not greatly im-
pact the flow intermittency. This constitutes some preliminary results and has to
be confirmed with future measurements of the three velocity components in the545

whole three-dimensional induction region or with numerical simulations. Further-
more, a lot of parameters such as turbine rotational speed, incoming turbulence
level, wavy environment, rotor yawed and others may certainly also influence these
flow modifications and have to be future analyzed.

5. Summary and discussion550

The turbine blockage effect, more commonly referred as turbine induction, was
studied as a function of various turbulent flow conditions, including low and high
mean velocity shear and complex flow dynamics with large-scale flow structures.
When the incoming flow is a uniform contant or a low-shear mean axial velocity
field with a low turbulence level, the flow modifications in front of a turbine are555

quite similar. Most of the mean axial velocity deficit (∼ 30%) is observed in front
of the hub obstacle while this velocity deficit is of an order of 10% at the rotor
edge. The turbine’s blockage induces two symmetric vertical shear axial velocity
profiles above and below the hub height. While the mean vertical velocity com-
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Figure 15: C6 flow configuration. Skewness (left) and flatness (right) coefficients related to the
fluctuating streamwise velocity component, for TSR4 (solid lines) and free (dashed lines) cases.

Figure 16: C6 flow configuration. PDF of the instantaneous velocity gradient ∂u/∂y for TSR4
(solid lines) and free (dashed lines) cases.
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ponent approaches zero in the free flow, some positive induced W velocities are560

found above the hub height and negative induced ones below the hub height. The
mean vertical velocity component exhibits its highest values near the blade edge
where the tip vortex is initiated. In such an incoming homogenous Gaussian flow
field, the main flow modifications in front of the turbine concern the intermittency.
The turbine’s blockage induces some turbulent non-Gaussian fluctuations.565

When the turbine is subjected to a more complex turbulent flow including a more
accentuated mean shear axial velocity profile and some large-scale flow structures
rising in the water column, the mean axial velocity profile greatly differs from
the one observed in free flow without turbine. The turbine’s blockage effect is
directly linked to the nature (low or high shear and its extension over the verti-570

cal rotor diameter) of the mean free incoming flow. The mean vertical velocity
component exhibits an asymmetric shear profile along the vertical direction, with
non-negligible positive and negative values above and below the hub height re-
spectively. In front of the turbine, the Reynolds tensor components u′2 and w′2

are less impacted than the mean velocities. The low frequency large scale flow575

structures are mainly affected by the hub and less by the rotating blade’s block-
age effect. The flow organization is altered in front of the hub with a noticeable
modification of the integral time scale.
Present work also demonstrates that in the presence of a complex incoming turbu-
lent flow, a one-point (or even several points) measurements of a reference velocity,580

at two diameters upstream the turbine, are not always representative of the mean
velocity impacting the turbine. Indeed, between this measurement point and the
rotor, the flow could evolve in a different manner as it is the case here when LSS
are rising in the wake of a surface-mounted obstacle, representative of a specific
bathymetry. In such a complex flow configuration, a background correction has585

to be applied to the mean reference velocity measurements before applying ve-
locity deficit model or using it as reference velocity for the turbine performance
computations.
On the other hand, the theoretical one-dimensional velocity deficit model used
when the turbine rotor is viewed as an actuator disk or line may be questionable590

to accurately represent the upstream flow-turbine interactions. It is then expected
that present experimental database provides useful data information allowing to
improve and validate future velocity deficit models used in upstream turbine’s in-
duction region and also to improve the understanding of the relationship between
turbine and incoming turbulent flow.595

Finally, some potential topics of further research are proposed.
First, the turbulence second-order statistics (u′2 and w′2) are found to be not
affected by the turbine’s blockage effect along the vertical rotor diameter. New
experiments have to be carried out to state about the possible modifications of
the turbulent kinetic energy in front of the turbine. The characterization of the600

turbulent kinetic energy budget would be desirable to fully complete the turbu-
lence characterization within the induction region. Such an investigation needs
the measurements of the three velocity components in the whole induction re-
gion.
Second, it will also be important to extend analyses by considering the influence605
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of the turbine rotational speed, the wavy environment, the incoming turbulence
level and the yaw misalignment onto the turbine’s blockage flow effect.
Third, as recently observed from numerical simulations of offshore floating wind
turbines [34], incoming wind shear turbulence has a limited impact on the rotor
performance, but a noticeable influence on the blade fatigue. Consequently, as the610

flow organization is found to be altered in front of a tidal turbine, the relationship
between these modifications and the blade structural fatigue should be addressed.
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